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= Sm and Eu, and the physical propernes of the corrpounds.
cjallyR
that EuFezAszexhibits two phase transitions at T=19 and
Wefound
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Graphene, a monolayer graphite sheet,has many unique properties,

lS K in both terrperature-dependentresistivity and magnetization
@suements.Aphase transition at T= 190Kis likely due to SDW,

which could be applied to electronics and nanodevices. Especially,
gapped graphene is required in the development of graphene-based

dichis similar to that of I-aFeAsO, and a phase transition at T=19
Kisdueto antrferrornagneticordering of Eu2* moments. We found
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MOSFET device. Very recently, some research groups reported
n-type epitaxial graphene. As the next step, we have tried to achieve

dnthatthere is a significant anisotropy in electric transport with the
along the c axis, r11,treing larger than that perpendicular to
nsstivity
fu c-axis,r, in a whole tenperature rmge 2 Kfff3OO

p-type graphene, especially p-qy1,egappd graphene, using tetra-

K and
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fluoro-tetracyanoquinodimethane(4F-TCNQ). In our experiments,
we used gapped monolayer graphene grown epitaxially on

[]H. Takahashi,I( Igawa, K. Arii, Y. Kamihara, M. Hirano, and
Il Hosono,Nature (London) 453, 376 (2008). [2] X. H. Chen, T.
flir,G. Wu, R. H. Liu, H. Chen, and D. F. Fang, Nature (London)

toemission spectroscopywith the photon energy of 40.8 eV in UIIV
after adsorption of IIF-TCNQ. Variation of energy band near the

i61 (2008); G. F. Chen, Z. Li, D. Wu, G. Li, W. Z. Hu, J.
453,

K-point of its surface Brillouin zone w.rs measured. Angle-resolved

hng,P.Zheng, J. L. Luo, and N. L. Wang, Phys. Rev. Lett. 100,
G. F. Aten, Z. Li, G. Li, W. Z. Hu, J. Dong, X.
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photoemission specftoscopy spectra of 4F-TCNQ/graphene show
that the Dirac point moves to lower binding enerry by -0.3eV and
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the gap at the Dirac point is slightly reduced. Detailed

6H-SiC(0001) which was charaaeizedby using angle-resolvedpho-
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mechanism will be presented.
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of SmFeAsOr*Fy and SmFeAsOo.sswere grown at a high
aystals
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frssureand a high terrperature by usrng self-flux method. For the
gorvth
of single crystals starting rnaterials of Smfu, FeAs, Fe2O3,Fe,
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mspiacedinside a boron-nitride crucible and pressur2ed up to 3.3
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at room terrperature by usrng a l4mm cubic-anvil press. The
GPa
mpemtwe was then rarrped up to l3(X}1500'C. The crucible was
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Wehave synthesized
graphite oxide with different oxidation times and characterized its

mshedand single crystals were recovered among polycrystalline

physical and chemical properties. The degree of oxidation in graph-

Fduct. Plate-shaped single crystals rangng of a few-200 micro-

ite oxide was systernatically controlled with oxidation times. We

men n their lateral size were obtained. Optimum growth conditions

found that the expansion of interlayer distance was taken place by
forming an intermediate precusor state, identified by x-ray

yers as
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we nrnedby varyrng the maximum presswe, conpositioq reaction
fine,andheating/caolingrate. Polycrystalline statesof both materials

diftaction. The compositional atomic ratio of O/C shows a strong
coupling with (002) peak of graphite oxide phase of XRD, while
atomic percentage of carbon was srongly correlated with (002)

slrowthe zuperconducting transition at terrperature around 54 K
Usuallycrystals from each batch show somewhat lower transition
tflperature than the corresponding polyorystalline prduct. We will

peak of the pristine graphite phase. An amount of functional groups
of graphite oxides increases as oxidation time increases. Band gap

rcsentresults of char*eization of single crystals, including the retansition, magnetoresistance,and structural analysis.
si$ive

ofgraphite oxides can be tuned by oxidation level in which band
gap increases as oxidized and saturates to 2.3 eY after 6 hours of
oxidation.
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We investigated possible sources of de-

fect-induced magnetic ordering in carbon-irradiated graphite from

Craphene
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